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Questions from previous lecture?



How did the lab go?

Did the contrasts make sense?

What was the most confusing part of the lab?

Questions:
1. How to increase the size of the t-statistic?

2. How to deal with low-frequency noise?
3. Should we lowpass filter fMRI data?



How did the lab go?

What is collinearity? How can we reduce it?

If I orthogonalize X2 with respect to X1, what does that mean?



Today’s Lecture

Design optimization and power analysis

OptimizeX, Gpower, optseq

Group-level analysis options

Other Statistical Scenarios



Review So Far
From stimulus to the BOLD response

How tissue properties, blood flow, and magnetic properties
interact

Creating contrast images from T1- and T2-weightings



Preprocessing Steps
Brain extraction (or “skull stripping”)

Motion Correction

Slice Timing Correction

Smoothing

Registration

Normalization

Temporal Filtering



Review So Far
Overview of the General Linear Model

Parameter Estimates

Creating beta maps and contrast maps



The General Linear Model (GLM)
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IQ and drinks per week contribute to GPA; height doesn’t



Fit at each voxel (“mass univariate” approach)
Bob Cox, AFNI



Applying the GLM to fMRI Data



Questions

Let’s look at some GLMs, and see if you can identify each part!









Before we begin: SPM Terms for Analysis

1st-Level Analysis: Individual subject (all trials across runs)

2nd-Level Analysis: Group-Level Analysis 
(all subjects within the experiment)



Review of Collinearity

Last week, we looked at a correlation matrix









Review of Collinearity

Rule of thumb: Correlations of 0.4 or greater are considered

“moderate” (source: AFNI command xmat_tool.py)

However, a high correlation between one set of regressors

may not matter, given the regressors you are focused on

The challenge is to include as many regressors as is reasonable,

without overfitting or introducing collinearity



Variance Inflation Factor

What what if one regressor is a linear sum of two or more
other regressors? Pairwise correlations don’t show this

e.g., does X1=X2+X3?



Variance Inflation Factor

R =



Example



Example

Goal: VIF < 5

What is a cutoff? VIF no greater than 10

Repeat the same process for each regressor in the model



VIF: Summary

Detects any collinearity from any combination of regressors

Matlab code: vif = diag(inv(corrcoef(X)))’;

Where “X” is the design matrix



VIF: Summary

Useful for checking whether a design has high collinearity

Solutions: Remove the regressor, or change the design

These edits can be done before scanning



Estimation vs. Detection

Two terms you will come across are Efficiency and Power

Let’s begin with Power: Can you detect an effect
if it is actually there?

As variance increases, power decreases





Estimation vs. Detection

Efficiency is inversely proportional to variance 

All measures of efficiency are relative



Estimation vs. Detection

Example: You have a fixed number of subjects that you can
scan (due to budget, population, etc.)

Options:
1. Scan longer

2. Include more trials
3. Increase ITI

4. Create a more efficient experiment



Estimation vs. Detection

Figure from Jeanette Mumford



Estimation vs. Detection

Slides from AFNI



Estimation vs. Detection

Detection is observing a signal if it is really there

Estimation is the analysis of the finer details of the
signal, such as the shape of the BOLD response

There tends to be a tradeoff between the two





Optimization Strategies

Let’s say we just want to increase our efficiency; 
how to choose?

You could just create designs, calculate efficiency, and repeat

Drawbacks of this approach?



Optimization Strategies

Permuted block design

Start with stimuli blocked and then randomly permute



Optimization Strategies
Genetic algorithm



Optimization Strategies
Improved Genetic algorithm

Kao et al., 2008



Optimization Strategies
Resources



Optimization Strategies

Why not just use the best one?



Optimization Strategies
Resources



Optimization Strategies
Resources



Optimization Strategies
Resources



Optimization Strategies
Resources



Optimization Strategies: Summary

Each resource generates multiple designs

There is no best design; all efficiencies are relative!

Also need to consider whether the design “feels” right



Power Analysis

Remember this?



Power Analysis

Power analyses for behavioral studies are simpler:

Easier to recruit large N

Relatively inexpensive to run lots of subjects

Behavioral effects can be very strong



Power Analysis

Now for imaging studies:

More difficult to recruit large N (e.g., >50 per study)

Expensive to run lots of subjects ($500-$900 per hour)

Imaging effects can be very weak

Several sources of noise



Power Analysis

What happens during grant writing?

Becomes a hunt for 80% power

Most fMRI studies won’t have this kind of power,
for the reasons listed above

Does that mean we shouldn’t even do it in the first place? 



Power Analysis

What are reasonable ranges for power, given effect size?



Power Analysis

What are reasonable ranges for power, given effect size?



Power Analysis

What are reasonable ranges for power, given effect size?



Power Analysis

What is the best way to estimate power?



Power Analysis



Power Analysis

What about estimating power from another published study?

Keep in mind that only significant results are usually
published; this may just contribute to the file drawer

problem (to be discussed more on Tuesday)



Power Analysis

What about calculating power after a study is run?
(e.g., post-hoc power analysis?)

This is a statistical fallacy, since the null hypothesis has
already been either rejected or not rejected; there is

no “power” to calculate!



Power Analysis



Power Analysis

Tools for power analysis



Power Analysis



Power Analysis



Power Analysis

When evaluating a power analysis, make sure that
the estimates seem to fall within reasonable bounds,

and that the parameters were clearly defined

Regarding power tools:
May need to just do ROI power analyses for now



Group-Level Analysis

Once we have estimated a model for each individual subject
(1st-level analysis), we combine them into a 2nd-level analysis

In SPM: Usually focus on just the mean of the parameter
estimate; variance is discarded at the group level



Group-Level Analysis

N.B.: The way that betas are calculated in the 1st-level 
is different than how they are estimated at the 2nd-level

The difference can be expressed as “Fixed-Effects” vs.
“Random-Effects”

Combining both generates “Mixed-Effects”



Group-Level Analysis

www.nicolaromano.net
Fixed Effects



Group-Level Analysis

Fixed Effects

Mixed Effects



Group-Level Analysis

Summary: Fixed Effects applies only to the subjects you sampled

Random effects assumes that the subjects were randomly
sampled from the population, and that you’re trying

to make an inference about the population (i.e., parameters)

Mixed effects combines the two

Question: To reduce overall variance, should we collect
more samples, or more subjects?



Group-Level Analysis

Simplest model: 1-sample t-test

A parameter estimate (or contrast of parameter estimates,
also called a contrast estimate) is submitted to a t-test

Is the average of the parameter (or contrast) estimates
significantly different from zero?



Group-Level Analysis

However, this typically isn’t very interesting

Since fMRI signal is arbitrary, it is more useful
to contrast one condition to another

You can then run a one-sample t-test on this contrast
(to be discussed in a little bit)



Group-Level Analysis

e.g., button presses



Group-Level Analysis

Very simple contrast (and useful to check whether
your timings are correct!)



Group-Level Analysis

What is this?



Group-Level Analysis

How you specify the contrast weights depends on 
the order of the regressors

c = [-1 1]



Group-Level Analysis
In this example: Left was first, Right was second

How would I specify the contrast of Left-Right?

c = [-1 1]



Group-Level Analysis
In a group-level context

One-sample:



Group-Level Analysis
In a group-level context

Two-sample:



Group-Level Analysis

What about a paired t-test?



Group-Level Analysis
What about an interaction?

If each subjects has two conditions (A,B) with two levels (1,2)
then you can do the following contrast:



Group-Level Analysis

What if we perform a one-sample t-test on contrasts?

e.g., calculate A-B for each of 10 subjects, to create 10 contrasts

Is this valid?



Summary Statistics

The above is called a “summary statistics” approach

Valid if the intra-subject variabilities are relatively
similar across subjects

For most studies, this assumption is true
(Penny & Holmes, 2004)



Summary Statistics

Pros: Easy to implement, simplifies interactions

Cons: Assumptions may not be valid; check whether
the variance and number of runs is similar for each subject

Example: Using Summary Statistics to run a 
one-sample t-test on an interaction term







F-tests

Also called ”omnibus” tests

Tests whether one or more contrasts is significant

Question: Does this maximize Detection or Estimation?



F-tests

Instead of a contrast vector, F-tests require contrast matrices



F-tests

You can also specify multiple contrasts, e.g.:

[1 -1 0 0
-1 1 0 0
0 0 1 -1
0 0 -1 1
0 1 -1 0
0 -1 1 0]



Demonstration of Group-Level Analysis



Correcting for Multiple Comparisons



Correcting for Multiple Comparisons



Correcting for Multiple Comparisons



Correcting for Multiple Comparisons

Now consider an fMRI dataset

Quick poll: How many voxels in a typical volume?

Depends on voxel size, but usually between 100k-300k





Correcting for Multiple Comparisons

Balancing act between Type I and Type II errors



Correcting for Multiple Comparisons



Correcting for Multiple Comparisons

What can be done?

Bonferroni correction

FDR correction

Cluster correction



Bonferroni Correction

Simplest correction method to understand and calculate

Given an alpha level α and number of tests n,
the corrected alpha level can be found by α/n

Example: α=0.05, n=10 

α =0.005



Source: towardsdatascience.com

Bonferroni Correction



Bonferroni Correction

Example: α=0.05, n=100,000

α =0.000005 (!)

This revised alpha is then used at each voxel in the analysis



Bonferroni Correction

Pros: Easy to understand, easy to use

Excellent for guarding against Type I error

Cons: Conservative, too severe for fMRI

Inflates the probability of Type II errors



Alternative: False Discovery Rate (FDR)

Bonferroni and other correction methods control for the
Probability of observing a single false positive

FDR: Control the fraction of false positives

i.e.: You know there will a a certain percentage of 
false positives, but you can live with it



Alternative: False Discovery Rate (FDR)







FDR: Pros and Cons

FDR is more liberal than Bonferroni, but can be
too conservative when voxels are highly correlated

Changes the interpretation of your results slightly



Cluster Correction

Bonferroni might be appropriate if each voxel were independent

But are they? Consider how the brain is designed



Cluster Correction
Functional image, unsmoothed



Cluster Correction
Functional image, smoothed



Cluster Correction

In SPM, cluster correction thresholds are calculated with
Random Field Theory (RFT)

Accounts for the spatial smoothness of the data

Based on the estimated FWHMx (not the same as
applied FWHMx!)



Cluster Correction

Example after 8mm smoothing kernel



Cluster Correction



Multiple Comparisons Correction: Summary

Most common method is cluster-wise thresholding

As we will see tomorrow, you should use a
Cluster-forming threshold of p=0.001 for most experiments

Non-parametric options seem to be getting more popular

Cons: Loss of spatial specificity



Applying this to a dataset



Applying this to a dataset

Set-level: Probability of finding that many clusters

Cluster-level: Probability of finding a cluster of a given size

Peak-level: Probability of a statistic that size in that voxel



Applying this to a dataset



Demonstration



Other Statistical Scenarios

Once you calculate a contrast, are you done?

Consider this: My brother and I both play basketball.
If I tell you that I am slightly better than he is, does that mean:

We are both really good, but I’m just a little better?

I’m a little above average, and he’s a little below average?

Maybe we’re both terrible, and I’m just a little better than he is





Double Dissociations

Condition A is significant in region A but not region
B, and condition B is significant is region B but not region A

Remember to run a paired t-test within each region,
and also a Region x Condition interaction



Double Dissociations

Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011



Double Dissociations

Jahn et al., 2016



Triple Dissociations (!)

De la Vega et al., 2016



Preview: ROI Analysis

In the examples just shown, the data was extracted from
Regions of Interest (ROIs)

That is, subsets of voxels that we are interested in







Lab Preview

Create an ideal experimental design, before collecting data

For AFNI users: Similar to using the –nodata option
in 3dDeconvolve, calculating correlations

Parameters to change: ISI, number of trials, and contrasts



Lab Preview



Lab Preview

Using OptimizeX to specify which contrasts you are interested in



Lab Preview

Create several design matrices, calculate VIF

We will provide the code for this



Lab Preview

Exploring the SPM.mat file


